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Inventory Research
The inventory of Mount & Blade: Warband is a 
very simple inventory to understand, with the 
left inventory being the inventory of an AI, the 
middle inventory shows what your character has 
currently equipped, and the right hand side 
shows the rest of your character’s stored 
inventory. I really like this design of inventory as 
it is very basic and not over done, and fits very 
well with the medieval theme of the game itself.  
The inventory can get a bit messy after a while 
once it gets filled with loot from enemy parties, 
food that is required for your soldiers to eat and 
any spear weapons and armour. So it could be 
improved quite easily with some way of 
organising what you have, or a search bar to 
make it easier to look for a certain kind of item 
within your inventory.



Inventory Research
The Minecraft inventory is one of the first inventories that 
come to mine simply to how plain it is and how well 
known it is. Just like the previous inventory for Mount & 
Blade: Warband, it has inventory slots for the character’s 
armour and an inventory space for general items such 
as food and blocks. This too can get very confusing after 
a while like the previous inventory once it fills up as you 
end up with many different items throughout it. One 
good thing about the inventory is that it stacks items, 
keeping the inventory less cluttered with the same kinds 
of items, making it easier to navigate. The inventory 
could be easily improved with a better look, as it 
graphically is not pleasing whatsoever. Simply by adding 
more colours, gradients and depth to the inventory 
would be a vast improvement for those looking for a 
more visually pleasing inventory.



Inventory Research
The inventory style of Rust is good as it is very easy to 
understand and navigate. The UI us clean and good 
looking. You can view what you have equipped to your 
character and decide if you like the overall look of it or 
not. This compliments the basic grey of the inventory 
and also brings some colour and life to it all. It uses a 
very plain grey background, which makes the character 
on screen stand out. The menu is simple to navigate and 
very straight forward. One way I do believe that the 
inventory could be improved would be by having the 
crafting system on a separate page, as it looks a bit 
packed with that on there also. This would give space for 
a bigger inventory space and would allow the 
blueprints/crafting space to have more options and make 
that easier to get your head around.



Dangers of my Environment  
•Air – Fine when warmer than -2°, which is an issue as the average temperature at night is 1°, so it does 
sometimes go below -2°. When below that, the toxins in the air become harmful. So only an issue at night 
and underground in cold places. Solution:  Take in Orphite to resist the cold air.

•Water – Quite rough, rarely calm. Solution: Weak boats aren’t very safe to cross the sea with.

•Food – Not able to be found on the island, must be imported from other islands, making it quite expensive 
to purchase. Because of the prices, people quite often try to make workarounds with combinations of other 
elements. Solution: Either try to make enough money to buy proper food or risk eating the fake food and 
risk your health.

•Clothing – Generic medieval Europe clothing. Solution: The more expensive clothing will obviously provide 
more heat, though that still won’t stop the toxic air.

•Shelter – Above ground is a keep with a few buildings outside of it. Not too difficult to create as there is a 
small forest and an underground mine for stone. Solution: The buildings above ground will be warmer and 
more spacious, though those below would be a bit easier to keep warm as heat can’t escape.

•Heat – Gets very cold at night. Solution: Get shelter and warm clothing.



Traditional Techniques for an Artist in Gaming

There are many techniques and processes available to artists in gaming these days, such as using 

Photoshop and Illustrator to create your textures. However, there are many more traditional ways that 

artists often go about their work, such as using pen and pencil on paper to draw up their ideas and 

sketches. Artists work on 3D models traditionally through the use of clay, as it is easily moldable and can 

help to get across an artist's idea. 

Unit 3 PO1 Understand the traditional techniques and processes. 



Drew Etienne (P2)
Drew Etienne is a contemporary artist that works with a strong sense of perspective. He often 

uses a mix of one point and two point perspective in his artwork, really making his artwork 
look busy and interesting. He often has a fair mix of different shapes within his work, from 
simple rectangles to complex triangles and other quadrilaterals. The work of Drew Etienne is 
often done using water colour painting, but there is also some work that he’s done that is 
digital. The style of most of his work is perspective with lots of random shapes that creates a 
mesmerising effect. He does sometimes involve scenery within his work such as mountains, 
though his strong point is just shapes. The mood varies per artwork. The two examples are 
both quite dark and moody images, as they use dark and depressing colours, though he has 
artwork that have brighter themes with light blues and more whites. This shows how diverse 
Drew can be with his artwork and style. The artwork doesn’t really appeal to any gender, 
though for age it may appeal more so to those that are older, as it may not seem like much to 
younger people. I would associate this game with Mirror’s Edge, as both have a strong use of 
perspective with shapes, with a specific style to both of them. 



L. S. Lowry (P2)
L. S. Lowry was an English artist who often did very simple perspective art, often focused 

around the industrial towns and cities on England. Because of where they were based on, 
they were often very moody and glum looking, and typically showed unhappy and poor 
areas. Because of this, a lot of people found the artwork nostalgic and relatable, as many 
people were workers in these kinds of towns, or at least grew up in areas like these. He uses 
a lot of bland grey, black and dark colours within his artwork, as these help to put across 
more of a dark and depressing feeling for the work. 



Unit 3 PO2 Identify and create work from primary and secondary sources.





Unit 4 PO2

Final Asset Drawings (Digital)



Unit 4 PO2 These are my renders for my asset, the Orphite Drill. The purpose of 
this item is to allow the player to drill the Orphite from rocks under the 
surface of Raven Isle, which releases the Orphite from the rock and 
causes it to react with the oxygen around, turning it to a gas. This gas 
is then transported along the tube that can be seen extruding from the 
main power box and is sent into any form of container that is attached 
to the nozzle at the end of the tube. From there the player can choose 
to store whatever container it is sent to or take in the gas to fend off 
from the toxic cold air around them. The reason I went for this is 
because I had to think of a way that the player would be able to hold 
off against the harmful chemicals within the air, and decided that this 
would be an interesting concept. 



These are my four menu 
designs. Left to right – Main 
menu, pause menu, settings 
menu and inventory/HP bar. I 
want the main menu to have a 
screenshot of my game to give 
the players an idea of what it will 
look like within my world. The 
pause menu and settings menu 
will both have a paper map style 
background to add detail to the 
background and make it look 
more interesting. The inventory 
and HP bar are very simple, with 
the inventory being a simple 
Minecraft/ Mount &Blade: 
Warband style. The health bar 
also takes inspiration from Mount 
& Blade: Warband as it’s a 
simple rectangle with a single 
coloured bar within it that goes 
down as health depletes. 

Unit 4: PO2



My second set included neater 
designs all for each menu, more 
detail and a closer to what my 
final set should look like. One of 
the more noticeable differences 
between these and the last is for 
my main menu, as it has an 
example of what the main 
background would look like on it. 
It also has more borders around 
the text, with the text also being 
neater and the font nearer to 
what I actually want it to be. I 
also added some of the detail to 
my inventory design, with the 
borders around my inventory and 
health bar. I also added 
annotations on my designs to 
give an idea of what certain parts 
should look like and their 
functions.

Unit 4: PO2



For my final set of designs I went 
over the important parts of my 
designs such as the text, borders 
and so on in black pen so it 
stood out and looks neater. I also 
Made my text more presentable. 
I also tried to add more detail to 
the border of my inventory by 
shading the inside so it looks like 
a wood material. I also filled in 
the sliders and bolts so they 
looked better. I didn’t go over all 
the map in pen, as it would be 
too confusing to look at my 
menus if I had, as it would have 
been too noticeable and would 
make it more difficult to look at 
the buttons and important text.

Unit 4: PO2



Photoshop Tools

One of my most used tools was the brush tool. I often used this to 
add extra detail to my images, such as dirt, muck and dampness. I 
also have custom brushes installed which have been a massive help 
for all of my editing of images.

Unit 4 PO2 Understand industry tools and techniques for creating concept art



Photoshop Tools

Another very important and very used tool during my development 
was the clone stamp tool. This was incredibly useful when creating 
seamless textures, as I was able to take snippets of parts of my 
texture and stamp them over the parts I wanted to edit.



Photoshop Tools

The pen tool probably one of the most useful tools I find, as it 
allows me to select precise paths around sections of image that I 
would like to maybe copy, delete, fill in etc. It’s generally a very 
versatile tool and has saved me lots of hassle.



Photoshop Tools

The eraser tool, just like the brush, was very useful when it came to 
further editing my textures. For example, when I pasted a moss 
texture onto my concrete atlas, I wanted to remove parts of it to 
have it blend in better, which was made very easy and possible 
thanks to the eraser. I also had custom brushes for this to help me 
get high quality edits.



Photoshop Tools

When editing textures and adding small patches such as damp spots 
and so on, it was very important to get the right colour. This was 
made easier thanks to the eye drop tool, as it allowed me to get the 
exact colour of certain pixels, which made it easy to get the colours I 
wanted for my textures.



Photoshop Tools

The final key tool I used was the move tool. This, though a very 
simple tool, is incredibly helpful. I often used this when trying to find 
a good place to put extra dirt, cracks and so on onto my textures. 



First I found a good screenshot of my game that I wanted to use as the 
background for my main menu and pasted it in my Photoshop document. 

Unit 4: PO2



I then went and found a wood 
texture and created a rectangle 
with it. I placed this at the edge 
of my menu. I wanted to make 

the plane pop out a bit so I 
added a drop shadow on it to 

make it stand out.

Unit 4: PO2



Next I went and found an image 
of some old paper to place over 

the top of the wood with the 
border of the wood showing. 
This would be for my menu 

buttons to be placed on. The 
idea was for the wood to act as 

a detailed looking border around 
the paper, and I think it worked 

very well.

Unit 4: PO2



With the button menu 
background done, all I then had 
to do was add text. I wanted a 
strong old looking font, and did 
well finding Copperplate Gothic 

Light. I liked the style and 
design of the font and decided it 
fit my game really well. With the 
font selected, I also wanted to 

add a drop shadow to it to make 
it pop out again just like the 
wooden border I created.

Unit 4: PO2



With the menu buttons done, all I had to do was come up with 
a name for my game to add to my title screen. I eventually 

decided on Raven Steel, Raven being the name of the island 
that the game is set on and steel as it was a common metal 
used during the era I have my game set in. I did have a few 

other name ideas such as Raven Empire to name one of 
them. 

Unit 4: PO2



Unit 4: PO2

Looking at my finished menu design, I am incredibly pleased 
with how it has all turned out for me. The simple menu design 
I went for looks great, and the fact I managed to stick with a 

medieval theme for it by using wood and old paper also adds 
to that. Finally, the screenshot that I was able to use for it 

looks brilliant and I am really happy I was able to get such a 
good looking image, as it is after all what catches a user’s 

eye when first viewing this menu screen.



Unit 4: PO2

Once I had finished my main menu design, I moved on to 
doing my pause menu. Firstly, I had to find a paper texture. I 

managed to find a decent seamless paper texture, tiled it 
across the page and cropped it to get this large size. I then 

used the clone stamp tool to mess it up a bit and make it look 
slightly aged. This was to be my main background for most of 

my menus such as my settings as well as my pause menu. 



Unit 4: PO2

Next I simply added 
some text for my buttons 
to my menu. I continued 

to use the same font 
from my main menu, 
Copperplate Gothic 
Light, as well as the 
same drop shadow 

effect, and created my 
pause title, return, 

settings, main menu and 
exit game buttons. I also 

added some small 
dashes under the 

buttons just to make 
them stand out a bit.



Unit 4: PO2

The final thing to do for my pause menu was to populate it 
with paths, trees, houses and so on. This is because the 
pause menu is meant to be over a medieval looking map. 

I simply found some tree icons and houses and placed 
them around the image. 



Unit 4: PO2

The overall look of my pause menu is 
good. I am glad that I went for an old 
map design for it. I do think I could 

have improved it a bit by adding more 
detail such as hills and so on, but I’m 
not too sure on how to go about that.



Unit 4: PO2

The overall look of my pause menu is 
good. I am glad that I went for an old 

map design for it. I do think I could have 
improved it a bit by adding more detail 
such as hills and so on, but I’m not too 

sure on how to go about that.

To do my settings menu I just had to 
use the same paper background and 
change around the trees and road on 
it. I chose not to fill it up as much with 
the background objects as it may look 

too cluttered once I add my buttons 
and sliders to it.



Unit 4: PO2

After that I simply had to add all 
the titles and buttons. Again, I 

used the same fonts and effects 
on them so that they looked the 

part. Here you can see why I 
didn’t add too many trees, as 
already my image is looking 

quite busy and full. 



Unit 4: PO2

To finish off my settings menu, I added some sliders. I simply had them as black lines with 
black circles and the maximum value on the end, as this represents what I will create in unity 

too. 



Unit 4: PO2

I am very happy with how the settings menu turned out. I am glad I chose not to pack 
it up too much with lots of background objects, and keep them to a minimum. 



Unit 4: PO2

The first thing I had to do 
for my inventory was use 

the screenshot of my 
game as a temporary 
background. This is 

because I want the sides 
of the inventory to be 

transparent, and show the 
game behind the 

inventory, so having the 
background is the closest 
I can get to that for now.



Unit 4: PO2

With that done, I went on 
and got the same wood 
texture as before, and 

tiled it even more so that I 
had a larger surface area. 
This will be the base of my 
inventory, just like how it 

was the base for my main 
menu buttons.



Unit 4: PO2

Once I’d got the base of the 
inventory done, I went and added 
some of the paper texture from my 

pause and settings menu to it. 
These are where my inventory 

slots will be. I used the same style 
as my main menu again here, with 

the wood being the background 
and the paper on top, which is 

good as it keeps the same style 
throughout the menus.



Unit 4: PO2

Next I added 
some lines to 
split up the 
inventory 

slots. I did this 
again with the 
wood texture 

and cut it up. I 
also made it 

slightly darker 
so it contrasts 

with the 
wooden 

background 
that I have.



Unit 4: PO2

I then went and added 
the titles for each column 
of inventory slots: Food, 

Resources and 
Weapons. I also added in 
some faint icons for the 

player’s equipment 
inventory section, so that 

players have an idea 
where each type of 
equipment goes.



Unit 4: PO2

With my inventory almost 
done, I went and added 

some small touches such 
as the character’s name 
just above the character 

display screen. I also 
added four bolts around 
the wooden border that I 
have just to add some 

extra detail to the 
inventory menu.



Unit 4: PO2

The final part to do for 
my inventory was to add 
a blacked layer.  This is 

so that when my 
inventory is opened up, 

the game that is showing 
in the background is 

blacked out a bit and is 
not the main focus of the 

player’s eyes.



This is my final digital 
design of the inventory. 
It has the screenshot 

that I used for my main 
menu to show how the 

blackout layer that I 
added to my inventory 

will work in game. 
Overall, I am most 
pleased with this 

design as it is definitely 
the most complex out 
of them all yet it still 

looks very good in my 
opinion. 



To start with my onscreen GUI, I wanted to have a small minimap in the top corner of the 
screen. To do this I used the map I had previously made for my game.



Once I had the map, I simply cut it into a circle and added a slight border to it. I shrunk it down 
so it was not too distracting, as it is not made to be the main way of navigating. In future I 
would like to have my map so it is zoomed in more so it is easier to use by players, and 

follows the player’s position at all times.



Creating Textures - Wood
As my theme was medieval, I had to stay true to history and use realistic materials such as stone and wood. So to start with, I went and 
found wood materials for the beams of my bases, porch, torch and fence. I managed to get a decent wood texture, and went into 
Photoshop so that I could make it seamless, as I would of course have to tile it. With that done, I then went onto creating the bump 
texture, which I didn’t want to make too extreme, as it was just meant to be slightly rough. I realise now looking back that I did the bump 
on it wrong, as the bump should have been mostly white, not black. This is evidence that I did this at the start of my modular pack, as 
later on I learnt how to do this better. The same goes with my specular texture, as I made that one mostly black and parts of it white. 
What I should have done is have more greys and blacks in it, as I didn’t want it to be so shiny in places. With all that done, I went 
ahead and began to apply my textures onto my modular pack, but realised that the texture looked too washed out and grey, so I went 
into Photoshop and added a layer of brown, then lowered the opacity and added the multiply modifier to the layer so that you could still 
see all the natural detail below the new brown colour. This texture, once applied to some assets, looked far better as it had much more 
colour than the last one did.

Unit 5 PO3 Present a finished environment building.



Creating Textures - Old Concrete
Once I had done my wood textures, I then had to go on and do the old concrete texture that I was to use 
for one of my bases. To go about this, I took a photo of the wall within my room, as had bits of detail to it. I 
then added a very pale yellow layer over it, turning down the opacity on this also. That was the basic 
colour sorted, but I wanted to add bits of detail to it to make it pop out and look a bit more realistic. So I 
added very faint marks to it so that the concrete didn’t look so perfect, as it obviously wouldn’t have looked 
so good realistically. The next thing to do was then go and create the bump and specular texture, which I 
did quite easily. I made the same mistakes as I had done previously, but it didn’t matter too much, as they 
didn’t really have a large impact on my textures anyway, though the specular does make the models a bit 
shiny at times.



Creating Textures - Cobblestone
The next to do with my wood and concrete done was the cobblestone. This would be used for my stone 
base and my stone wall. To do this I managed to get a decent texture, though it is admittedly not very high 
res. However, it was the best I could get, so I went with it. I then went on to create the bump texture and 
the specular maps, which I managed to do correctly this time. As you can see, the specular has a bit more 
grey in it and the bump map is mostly white, with the black parts being what I want to bump inwards. I was 
very happy with the bump texture here, as it came out perfectly, and it also works perfectly as will be 
shown later on once it is applied to my models. 



Creating Textures - Roof Tiles
Having done the main textures - concrete, wood and stone, I decided to move onto doing the more 
specific textures, such as the roof tiles, wood planks and so on. I decided to start off with making the roof 
tiles, which as I couldn’t get a photo of a roof personally I did have to find online. With the diffuse image 
done, I went on and created the specular and bump textures, which I again managed to do correctly now 
that I understood bump and specular maps again. I wanted to have quite a strong contrast on the bump 
map, as the tiles were to be generally quite flat with little scratches and dents, but really needed to pop 
between the grooves. I made sure I did this properly, and as you can see below the tiles themselves are 
generally very white and smooth, whereas the gaps between them are pure black, making them pop out 
as much as possible. The specular had a bit of shine to it as the tiles were after all somewhat reflective 



Creating Textures - Wood Planks
For the sides of my roof I wanted to have wooden planks, as I had seen them used on other 3D models 
when I was doing research, and really liked the look of this. I initially got myself a wood plank texture, and 
then went and made it seamless so that I could tile it. I didn’t want to tile this one too much as the roof was 
to look like it had large planks used for it. Once I had made it seamless by using the clone stamp tool, I 
then made the specular and bump map. For the specular, I didn’t want it to be shiny at all really, so kept 
the white to a minimum within the texture. For the bump, I wanted to get the same effect that I managed to 
get with my roof tiles. I wanted the wood planks themselves to be reasonably rough as after all they were 
cut up wood, and would be. I also wanted to have the gaps between each plank to be quick noticeable, so 
made them black on the bump map so they would pop out when the texture was applied.



Creating Textures - Larger Wood Planks
The next texture to do was the wood planks that I was going to use on my door. To do this, I decided to 
use the same plank texture that I had just done for the roof, and use the clone stamp tool to bridge the 
gaps in between some planks so that they would be doubled up. This worked really well, and though it 
may not look the best, worked perfectly as I wanted to, and I am very impressed with how it turned out. 
The specular texture and bump texture are the same as the previous wood ones - didn’t want them too 
shiny and wanted the gaps to be seen. I didn’t have to do any further editing to this texture, as it worked 
perfectly first time once I applied it to my model thankfully.



Creating Textures - Glass
My final texture to do was a quick one, as it was simply glass. As the modular pack didn’t include any 
interior, I went for black windows, as that way it is unknown what is within the building to any players. 
Though they aren’t the most realistic, it’s the best I could go with. I kept it simple; made a light grey 
background and added a few scratch marks over the top of it. I then made the bump having the scratched 
be indents to add a bit of depth and detail to the texture, and made the specular a light grey so that it 
would shine somewhat like glass may do in real life. With the glass texture complete, I had created all my 
main textures, and the next thing to do was go and apply them to my models and export the maps.



Concrete & Cobblestone Base

Concrete_diffuse Concrete_bump Concrete_bump

Wood_diffuse Wood_bump Wood_specular Stone_diffuse Stone_bump Stone_specular

base_conc_diff base_conc_norm base_conc_spec base_stone_diff base_stone_norm base_stone_spec base_uvw



Roof
roof_diffuse roof_bump roof_specular

Wood_diffuse Wood_bump Wood_specular woodPlanks_diff woodPlanks_bump woodPlanks_spec

roof_diffuse roof_normal roof_specular Roof_uvw



Fence

Wood_diffuse Wood_bump Wood_specular

fence_diffuse fence_normal fence_specular fence_uvw



Roof With Chimney

roof_diffuse roof_bump roof_specular

Wood_diffuse Wood_bump Wood_specular woodPlanks_diff woodPlanks_bump woodPlanks_spec

chimney_diffuse chimney_normal chimney_specular chimney_uvw Stone_diffuse Stone_bump Stone_specular



Wall

wall_diffuse wall_normal wall_specular wall_uvw

Stone_diffuse Stone_bump Stone_specular



Porch

roof_diffuse roof_bump roof_specular

Wood_diffuse Wood_bump Wood_specular

porch_diffuse porch_normal porch_specular porch_uvw



Door

door_diffuse door_normal door_specular door_uvw

Wood_diffuse Wood_bump Wood_specular

planks2_diffuse planks2_bump planks2_specular



Torch

Wood_diffuse Wood_bump Wood_specular

torch_diffuse torch_normal torch_specular torch_uvw



Window

window_diffuse window_normal window_specular window_uvw

Wood_diffuse Wood_bump Wood_specular

glass_diffuse glass_bump glass_specular



Poly Count Per Model
Concrete/Cobblestone Base - 42

Roof - 31

Roof With Chimney - 50

Porch - 22

Fence - 92

Torch - 1980

Wall - 28

Door - 243

Window - 18









To get my menu into Unity, I firstly created a new scene for my main menu. This 
would be the initial screen that is opened for the game when players open it. I then 
went and inserted the buttons that players would use to navigate the menu. I then of 
course had to add the code for these buttons so they would open the correct scenes. 
The ‘New Game’ button takes the player to my game scene, load game is currently 
nonfunctional until I am able to learn how to set up a load game system, settings 
takes the player to the settings menu, credits is also non functioning until I have 
finished and exit game closes the canvas.

Unit 10 PO2 Design and implement player controls.



To get my buttons to load the correct scenes, I used some of the 
following code within the screenshot. For example -

public void loadSettings () {

          SceneManager.LoadScene(0);

}

Is used to load the settings menu when I click the settings menu, as in 
the build settings I have the settings menu as scene 0. I then went 
ahead and did the same for the rest of the scenes that needed to be 
loaded, just changing the scene number and the name of the script 
after the public void e.g. loadNewGame.



For my settings menu, I set it that once you select settings 
button it takes you to a general settings menu, and from 
there you can select what settings you would like to 
modify. I have only set up a page for the audio settings 
for now simply for demonstration purposes, as setting up 
each settings menu was too much effort for now, and they 
don’t work as I don’t know how to code them to change 
gameplay and so on. Within the audio menu, I have all 
the sliders from my designs. If you select the back option 
from any sub menu of the settings menu, it takes you 
back to the main settings menu, and from there back 
takes you all the way back to the main menu. The coding 
for the buttons here were basically the same as the main 
menu.



For my inventory I had it set so 
that when the player presses 
the ‘tab’ key, it opens the 
inventory and disabled the 
ability of the player to move the 
FPC and enables the use of the 
mouse once again to navigate 
the menu. To close the 
inventory you simply need to 
press ‘tab’ once again, and the 
mouse is disabled and the FPC 
moves again.



Here is the code for my 
inventory. As you can see, the 
void start states that upon the 
loading of the scene, the 
inventory itself is disabled and 
the FPC is enabled, but further 
down the code in public update 
I have it set that once ‘tab’ is 
pressed this switched round, 
and the inventory opens and 
the FPC becomes disabled. 



The pause menu, just like the 
inventory, can be opened upon 
key press. For the pause menu 
I used ‘P’ as the button to open 
and close it. From here the 
player can get to the settings 
menu, can return to the game, 
save the game and go to the 
main menu. 



The coding for my pause menu is 
almost the same as my code for 
the inventory, with the only real 
differences being the button that 
has to be pressed, the name of 
the canvas etc. 



Finally, here is my code for the 
health bar. I’ve got it to work so 
that there are two health bars. As 
the health bar decreases, the bar 
below becomes visible as a faded 
transparent red.



Project Evaluation
My aim for this project was to create a working menu system within 
my game, as well as an item that would be in the world that the 
player is able to pick up and use to their aid. I had to think about 
how I wanted to my menus to function, and what I was capable of 
doing with my own knowledge. Because of my limited knowledge 
with Unity and C#, I did create fairly simple menus, but I am 
however incredibly pleased with how these menus turned out to 
look, and they work just fine. My asset could have been far better 
and I wish I had put more time and thought into it, and I will 
remember that for next time. 

Unit 5 PO4 Critically review created assets and apply optimisation techniques.


